[Backward fall in Alpine skiing. Case study of the effect of the back spoiler of the ski shoe on muscle activity and kinematics].
For the investigation of the boot-induced anterior cruciate ligament injury and experimental case study with a prototype ski boot was performed. The back spoiler of this boot was designed to yield by only some degrees with a certain level of backward moment. A mechanical switch allowed to activate or to block this mechanism. Ten jumps over a prepared hill with activated and ten jumps with blocked spoiler mechanism were performed in randomised order. During the jump and landing the EMG of eight lower extremity muscles were recorded and synchronised to two S-VHS cameras suitable for 2D-analysis of the angle kinematics. The aim of these experiments was to quantify the muscular and kinematic effects caused by the new spoiler characteristics and also to establish a method for their judgement. For the quantification of the muscular effects an activity quotient was defined and for the analysis of the kinematics the time history of three body angles and their variation between the trials were found to be appropriate. The results of this case study showed an increase of the activity quotient for all observed muscles and a higher accuracy of motion with the activated spoiler mechanism. These findings an be taken as an indication for better muscular joint guiding in the knee and justify a randomised field study using the proposed methods.